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Presentation

Illes Balears, a safe enviroment
The present recommendations decalogue, constitutes an informative and
demonstrative document of the capacities and competences of the Civil Guard
in the areas of public security and attention to the national and foreign tourist,
providing key and important elements to guarantee the enjoyment of a safe and
quality tourism, scene in which Spain occupies a prominent place as a reference of
international tourism as shows the fact that millions of tourists visit us every year.
It is a guide that responds and performs a detailed tour of the different areas
of general interest that are related to tourism, leisure and rest, framing its
development in the regulations of a rule of law state that ensures the protection of
the citizen rights and its responsible exercise.
Compendium of recommendations that has for objective to be part of the collective
effort contributing to the construction of the Spain´s reality as a safe environment,
a scenario in which the Balearic Islands occupy an outstanding place, generating
and consolidating that reality.

Laurentino Ceña Coro
Lieutenant General
Assistant Operations Director
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Introducction

Introduction

Once again we renew our commitment to meet the demands and concerns of
the millions of tourists from more than 85 nationalities who visit us every year,
especially during summer period and those are accompanied by us on their
journey through a safe space, at the same time international tourism reference.
In this new edition of the recommendations Decalogue for a safe environment,
we incorporate developments of current regulations, expanding its dissemination
through online editing and giving access to complementary information
using the incorporation of accessible links from PDF and paper formats.
It is configured as a utility tool made available to foreign and national visitors, keeping
our most relevant asset, human capital, present in a significant proportion of the Balearic
geography, which works daily to consolidate the enjoyment of a safe and quality tourism.
The present initiative, carefully developed, travels accompanied by others that pursue the
same purpose and that should be specified in the gradual implementation of the Foreign
Tourist Assistance Service and the development of Joint International Patrols, a scenario
that counts with the permanent commitment of the hotel sector and local administrations.
As Colonel Chief of the Civil Guard of the Balearic Islands, I would like to reiterate our gratitude
to all those citizens who return every year to our islands, to whom we wish a happy stay

Jaime Barceló Huguet
Chief Colonel
Civil Guard Zone of the Balearic Islands
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1. Spanish Procedural
Guarantees
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1. Spanish Procedural Guarantees

1.1. Legal aspects of
arrest in Spain
Arrest means that a person is deprived of the right to move about freely for a certain
period of time. Article 17-1 of the Spanish Constitution says that all people have the right to
freedom. No one can be deprived of their freedom except in observance of the provisions
contained in this article and in the cases and manner provided for by law. Article
489 of the Law on Criminal Prosecution (hereinafter LCP) states the same when it says that
no Spaniard or foreigner may be arrested except in the cases and manner provided for
by law. Personal freedom is a fundamental right without which a person would be unable
to exercise their other freedoms and rights. “Holding” someone is unconstitutional and
only admissible in cases such as police checks on streets or roads, personal identifications
or momentary vehicle stops. Frisking and identification do not infringe on citizens’ rights,
although they are bothersome. When it is not possible to identify a person by any means
and it must be done in order to prevent them from committing a crime or offence or be
sanctioned for an administrative infraction, the person to be identified may be taken to the
police station to be identified. In these cases, the deprivation of their freedom may only
last the minimum period of time needed in order to identify them (Article 20 of Organic
Law 1/1992 dated 21 February 1992 on the Protection of Citizen Safety). Police officers
have the right and responsibility to pursue criminal infractions acting solely on suspicion
when these suspicions are not illogical, irrational or arbitrary.

While arrested
Article 17-2 of the Spanish Constitution goes on to say that preventative arrest cannot last
more time than is strictly needed to make the inquiries required to clarify the events and in
any case, in at most 72 hours the detainee must be released or placed into the hands of the
legal authority. Article 520-1 of the LCP: In cases of crimes involving terrorism, the arrest
may be extended until a limit of 48 hours more with prior legal authorization (Article 520b
of the LCP).

People who could arrest
In accordance with the provisions of Article 490 of the LCP, any person may arrest:
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• Someone trying to commit a crime at the moment of committing it.
• Someone who is committing a crime (criminal in fragrance).
• Someone who has been brought to trial and sentenced and is in contempt; that is, they
have not appeared after being summoned.
•
Someone who is seeing within the center where they are arrested, imprisoned or
fulfilling a sentence or while being transferred.
A private individual who arrests another must be able to justify, if asked by the detainee,
that the former has acted based on sufficiently rational reasons to believe that the detainee
meets one of the conditions above.
Article 492 of the LCP states that the authority or agent of the judicial police has the
obligation to arrest:
• Anyone who meets one of the conditions above.
•
Anyone who has not yet gone to trial. However, they must have sufficiently rational
reasons to believe in the existence of a deed which has the characteristics of a crime as
well as reasons to believe that the person they are arresting participated in these deeds.

Rights of an arrested person
Article 17-3 of the Spanish Constitution states that any detainee must be immediately
informed, in a way that is understandable to them, of their rights and the reasons for
their arrest and must not be forced to make statements. The detainee has guaranteed
the presence of a lawyer in any police and judicial proceedings in the terms stipulated
by law. Article 520 of the LCP also states that the detainee or prisoner must be informed
of their rights and especially of the following:

1. - Right remain silent, not to make any statement, and/or not to answer a question or
all the questions he/she is made, and right to state that he/she will make a statement in
front of the judge.
2. - Not to make any statement against yourself and not to plead guilty.
3. - Right to nominate a lawyer, regardless of the LECrim (Criminal Procedure Law)
Article 527 (1.a) provisions and to be assisted by the same without any unjustified delay.
In case that the geographical distance make impossible the immediate lawyer assistance, the detainee will be made available telephone or video conference with the lawyer,
except when it is impossible.
4. - Right to know the police performance elements that could be essential for lodging
an appeal against both the arrest and the freedom deprivation.
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1. Spanish Procedural Guarantees

5. - Right to inform his/her family members or another chosen person, without unjustified delay, about his/her deprivation of liberty and the custody place in every moment.
Foreigners, under above mentioned circumstances, will have the right to inform their
corresponding country Consular Mission to Spain.
6. - Right to communicate by telephone, without undue delay with a third party of his/
her choice. This communication will take place in presence of a police officer, or if it is
the case, before a civil servant selected by the judge or prosecutor, without prejudice
of the provisions of Article 527 of the LECrim..
7. - Right to be visited by his/her country consular authorities, to communicate and to
maintain correspondence with them
8.- Right to be assisted, free of charge, by an interpreter when the involved person is a
foreigner who does not understand Spanish, or the official language of the undergoing
procedure or if he/she is a deaf person or a person with hearing impairment, as well as
other persons with language-speech difficulties.
9. - Right to be examined by a forensic doctor or legal substitute or in the absence thereof by the medical practitioner belonging to the Institution where he/she is arrested,
or by any other answerable to the State, or another public administration institution.
10.-Right to request frees of charge legal advice, the procedure to make it, and conditions to be granted the same.

The arrested one will be informed about the period that his/her detention can take place
until he/she is set at the court and at the same time will be informed about the “habeas
corpus process”.
If the arrested one were, a foreign citizen it will be communicated to the Consul of its country the detention, place of custody and it will make able to him/her the communication
with its Consular Authority.
If the arrested one were minor, as soon as it is conclude that he/she is minor, it will be put
at the Juvenile Prosecutor Service and it will be communicated the facts and the place of
custody to the ones who had the parental authority, guardianship or factual custody.
If the detainee had its capacities judicially modified, the above information will be given to
the ones who had the parental authority, guardianship or factual custody notifying it to the
Prosecutor Service.
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Arresting procedure
Regarding the process of arrest, article 520-1of the LCP states that it must be done the way that
least harms the detainee or prisoner in terms of their body, reputation or assets. The ones that
accord this procedure, the ones who are in charge to develop it, even the ones in charge to take
care about the detainee/prisoner transfer, will ensure the detainee/prisoner constitutional rights
to honour, privacy and personal image, respecting the freedom of expression right.

Arrest of foreigners to be expelled
The moment a sanction process begins which might result in the expulsion of a foreigner, protective arrest may be decided upon by the administrative authority or its agents for at most seventytwo (72) hours, prior to the request for arrest (Article 61 or Organic Law 4/2000, dated on January
the 11th of 2000, on rights and freedoms of foreigners in Spain and their social integration).
In case that the Instruction Judge accords the internment of a detainee, it will be maintained just
for the expedient essential purposes, being its duration sixty (60) days as maximum , and in any
case can be accorded a new internment by one or various causes foreseen on a same expedient
(art.62-2 of the mentioned Organic Law)

“Habeas corpus” procedure
The Spanish Constitution (Article 17-4) calls for the legal regulation of the ‘habeas corpus’ procedure in order to make anyone illegally arrested available for immediate trial. In consequence,
Organic Law 6/1984, dated on 24 of May of 1984, was issued to regulate this procedure. It is
handled quickly because no more than 24 hours may elapse from its start until a ruling is issued.
The person deprived of their freedom, their spouse or another person in a comparable relationship, parents or grandparents, children or grandchildren, siblings, and the legal representatives
of minors and the disabled, if applicable, may request this procedure. They may be summoned in
writing or in person, and the participation of a lawyer or clerk is not mandatory. On this document
will be stated:
a) The name and the personal circumstances of the petitioner
b) The place where he/she is being detained, authority or person under its authority is being held
if it is known and all other circumstances that could be considered relevant. (and c))
c) The concrete motive why he/she is requiring an “Habeas Corpus” (Art.4 from the mentioned
Organic Law)

Bartolomé Barceló Oliver
Chief Prosecutor of the Balearic Islands
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1.2. Figures in criminal proceedings
Rights and dutys of citizens are guaranteed in all areas of society, including in criminal
proceedings. If you become the victim of a crime or even, to the contrary, you are
arrested as the presumed perpetrator, in both cases you are guaranteed a series of
rights during all criminal proceedings.
If you are involved in a criminal proceeding in Spain, it would essentially be in three possible
capacities: Witness, Victim or Perpetrator.
Within these three roles there are variations depending on the age (of legal age or a minor)
and the kind of crime (gender violence).

WITNESS

•

AGE > 18 Y.O.

•

AGE ≥ 14 < 18 Y.O.

VICTIM
•
•
•
•

AGE > 18 Y.O.
AGE < 18 Y.O.
AGE > 18 Y.O. (GENDER VIOLENCE)
AGE < 18 Y.O. (GENDER VIOLENCE)

PERPETRATOR
•
•
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AGE > 18 Y.O.
AGE ≥ 14 < 18 Y.O.

Witness
This is the physical person summoned by the judge to provide a statement on the
perceived deeds, circumstances or information in order to check and verify a crime.
If you do not live in Spain and you could possibly return in the future to make a
statement before a judge, the judge may call you as a witness so you can deliver preconstituted evidence. A witness under the age of 18 must be accompanied by their legal
representative.
•

Everyone who lives in Spanish territory, either nationals or foreigners, is obligated to
appear at court and make statements as witnesses.

•

Relatives up to the second degree of kinship are free of the obligation to declare

•

Whoever does not appear upon being summoned to court may be committing an act
of disobedience and an illicit act that is punishable by law.

•

The witness has the obligation to tell the truth, and it is a crime to give an untruthful
testimony.

•

Minors shall declare before the Prosecutor and their legal guardians unless the judge
forbids it. The judge may decide to record the testimony.

•

If the witness does not understand or speak Spanish, an interpreter will be
appointed.

•

The witness is obligated to appear before the court with authority in the matter and
will have to provide an address where they can be reached at all times.

•

If it is materially impossible for them to appear, the judge may request preconstituted proof of their testimony.

Victim
The victim is the physical or legal person who has been harmed or victimized by a crime or
oﬀence as contained in the Spanish Criminal Code. If the victim is a minor, a legal representative who will file a report on their behalf must accompany them.

VICTIM (NON-GENDER VIOLENCE CASES)
					

•
•
•

The right to participate in the proceedings by appointment of a lawyer or clerk.
Once oﬃcially represented in the case, the right to be informed of the proceedings
and ask for their due rights.
The right to the restitution of property, repair of the damage and compensation for
the damage caused.
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Guarantees
1.1.Spanish
VICTIM OF “GENDER VIOLENCE”
The entire above plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The right to information.
The right to free legal assistance.
The right to comprehensive social assistance.
Labor rights and the right to social security.
The right to receive social assistance.
Access to housing and public residences for the elderly.
The rights of regrouped foreign victims or foreigners in irregular situations.

Perpetrator (detainee/investigated)
This is the physical person who has committed an illicit crime as contained in the Spanish
Criminal Code. The perpetrator can be cited to come to a police station or directly to the
court or in case he/she, can be arrested by members of the Security Forces.
In case of preventive detention, its time cannot exceed more than the essential one to
clarify the facts; in all cases it cannot be more than seventy-two (72) hours for people over
the age of 18 and 24 hours for minors.
Since the first moment (“since it is told to you that you had been arrested or been part
of any precautionary measure or it is been accorded your prosecution”) and without
unjustified delay the perpetrator will be told about its rights, what are the following ones:
a) Right to be informed with a comprehensive language about the facts that are being
attributed to him/her. This information will be given with details enough to permit its
defense rights.
b) Right to examine all the actuations with the opportune advance to keep safe its defense
right and in all cases before the statement is taken.
c) Right to be part of the criminal proceeding to exercise its defense right according with
the law.
d) Right to freely designate a lawyer, without what is disposed in detention cases or noncommunicated prison judicially accorded.
e) Right to solicit free judicial assistance, the proceeding to do it and the conditions to
obtain it.
f) Right to have a free translation and interpreter
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g) Right to remain silent, not to make any statement, and/or not to answer a question or all
the questions he/she is made.
h) Not to make any statement against yourself and not to plead guilty.
Moreover, he/she will be informed about the maximum detention time until he/she is
conducted at the disposition of the judicial authority, at the same time he/she will be
informed too about the proceeding and the way to dispute the legality of his/her detention
(Habeas Corpus).
When it is not able a right statement in a language understood by the arrested one , he/she
will be informed by an interpreter as soon as possible. In this case, after this and with and
undue delay, it will be delivered a rights statement in a language that he/she understands.
In all cases it will be allowed to the detainee to keep with his/her written statement rights
during all the detention time.
If the detainee is a foreign citizen, it will be communicated to his/her country consul, the
detention and the place of custody and it will be permitted the communication with the
mentioned consular authority. In case, that the detainee had two nationalities he/she could
choose which consular authority must be informed that he/she is arrested and with who
wants to have communication.
The defense right has inherent the legal assistance of a freely designated lawyer or, in its
defect, an on duty lawyer, with which would be able the communication and have an interview
privately, even before the statement is taken by the police agents, the public prosecutor or
the judicial authority. The lawyer will be present in all its statements even the recognizing,
face to face and reconstruction facts proceedings.
The lawyer will inform the detainee about the consequences to be agreeing or refusing the
legal proceedings solicited to him/her.
The communications between the investigated one and its lawyer will be considered
confidential, not being able to be object of any intervention excepting the existence that the
lawyer is part or implicated in the punishable fact, or being author of another offence.
However, the detainee or prisoner is able to refuse its lawyer assistance if its detention was
caused by facts related with offences against traffic security.
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2.
and minors
protection
1. Women
Vere morum
dentrem
quo et gratquo.

2.1. Protection of minors
Crimes against indemnity and sexual freedom: sexual abuse,
corruption and exhibitionism.
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•

“Whoever offends against the sexual freedom of another person, using violence
or intimidation, shall be punished for sexual assault…”

•

“Whoever, without violence or intimidation and without there being consent,
perpetrates acts against the sexual freedom on indemnity of another person…”

•

“Whoever, by deceit or abusing with its recognized confident position or influence
over the victim, engages in acts of a sexual nature with a person older than 16 and
minor of 18”

•

“Whoever realizes acts considered to be sexual with a minor than 16”

•

“Whoever with sexual nature purposes, offers a minor of 16 years to participate
in a sexual behaviour, or makes him/her to attend acts of sexual purposes, even if
the perpetrator had not participated on them… or if the perpetrator made him/
her to be present in sexual abuses, even if the perpetrator had not participated
on them…”

•

“Whoever uses the internet, telephone or any other information to contact a
person under the age of sixteen and proposes to meet that person in order to
commit any of the offences which derivate to commit a sexual nature acts, or
realizes acts driven to obtain pornographic contents from this minor or contents
where appear other minors”

•

“Whoever realizes obscene exhibition acts in front of minors or using any direct
media, sells, shows or exhibits pornographic material among minors and disabled
people with special needs”

•

“Whoever, induces, promotes, favours or facilitates the prostitution of a person
who is underage or incapacitated with special needs, or benefits himself or
explodes the minor differently”

•

“Whoever requests, accepts or obtains, under payment or promise, a sexual
relation with an underage person or an incapacitated needed of a special
protection.”

•

“Whoever recruits or uses minors or people with special needs for exhibition or
pornographic purposes or shows, both public or private, or to prepare any kind of
pornographic material, whatever the media or who finances or profits from any of
these activities”

•

“Whoever produces, sells, distributes, displays, offers or facilitates the
production, sale, diffusion or display by any means child pornography or had it for
that means, even if the pornographic material had its origin in a foreign country
or if it was unknown”.

•

“Whoever assists with knowledge, to exhibitionists spectacles or pornographic
where participate minors or people with special needs”

•

“Whoever for its own use acquires or has child pornography”.

INDICATORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE / AGGRESSION AGAINST MINORS

•

Social isolation of the victim.

•

Nightmares or other sleeping problems.

•

Distracted or distant, with sudden changes in eating habits.

•

Giving signals that lead to a conversation about sexual matters.

•

Unusual fear of interacting with new places or people.

•

Talking about a new adult friend.

•

Showing sexual knowledge, language or behaviour similar to those of an adult.

•

WHAT TO DO WHEN FACED WITH A SITUATION
OF AGGRESSION / ABUSE OF A MINOR
•

Go to a Civil Guard station to fill a report on the situation. In urgent cases, phone
062.

•

The complaint from the minor’s representative or guardian shall be recorded.

•

Any professionals needed will be provided to oﬀer the kind of assistance required, as well as an interpreter, if necessary.

•

The report will disgorge directly at the PAE (SAP) “Punto de Atención Especializada” (Special Attention Point).

•

An exploration alongside with a technician of the CSAVU – Children Sexual Abuse
Valoration Unit (UVASI “Unidad de Valoración de Abusos Sexuales Infantiles”)
from the IMAS, with this it is able to ask for precautionary measures , such as a
restraining order having with this way a detachment between victim and author,

•

Social and psychological assistance for the minor by the Minor Protection Service
of the Island Council, as well as subsequent tracking of the case.

•
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1. Vere morum dentrem quo et gratquo.
2. Women and minors protection

2.2. Genre violence
These are crimes committed against a woman simply because she is a woman
by anyone who has been or is her spouse or has been or is associated with her
through similar aﬀective relations, even if they do not live together. (Organic Law
1/2004 from 28 of December). The offences that can be committed are the following ones:
•

“Whoever, by any means or procedure, causes another an injury that detracts from
his bodily integrity or his physical or mental health…”

•

“Whoever, by any means or procedure, causes another mental damage or less severity injury or hits or mistreats by any mean without causing injury…”

•

“Whoever with a lower level threatens…”

•

“Whoever with a lower level coerces…”

•

“Whoever habitually uses physic or psychic violence… offences will be aggravated
when the acts are done in front of minors, using weapons, or take place in the common domicile or in the victim´s domicile or breaking a judicial sentence”

•

“Whoever commits injury or unjust vexation considered mild”

INDICATORS OF GENRE VIOLENCE.
AM I A VICTIM OF GENDER VIOLENCE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Physical abuse. Physical aggression, even if it does not cause injuries.
Psychological abuse. Insults, contempt, humiliation.
Control of behaviour. The aggressor controls the victim.
Economic restrictions.
Social isolation of the victim. One of the typical behaviour of an aggressor is trying to socially isolate the victim.
Pathological jealousy and a feeling of possessiveness in the aggressor.
Feeling of fear in the victim towards their aggressor.
Low self-esteem in the victim.
Emotional dependency in the victim and aggressor.
Feeling of guilt in the victim.

WHAT TO DO WHEN FACED WITH A SITUATION
INVOLVING GENDER VIOLENCE

1. Go to a Civil Guard station to file a report on the situation. In urgent cases,
phone 062.
2. Once with the Civil Guard, they will receive a professional and preferential attention especially respectful from an agent specialized in these matters, having special attention with its privacy.
3.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Since the first contact with the victim, she will be informed about her rights as
a genre violence victim, which is:
To be assisted by a person from her election
To be assisted by a lawyer specialized in genre violence cases
To have a free linguistic assistance
To be taken to a medical center if needed
To inform to the genre violence victim about her rights including : Physiologic,
social and healthcare assistance; Economic aids for the victims with few resources.
Request a Protection Order, which will be sent as maximum with a month to the
Judicial Authority.
Immediate secure police protection of the victim and any minors that live with her.

4. After the complaint is filled, a FAST-TRACK TRIAL will be held by the legal authority in order to establish the protective measures needed.
5. POLICE PROTECTION after the complaint is filled, consisting in personal interviews with the victim and aggressor, monitoring the environs, and direct and
immediate contact with an agent specialized in gender violence.
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and minors
protection
1. Women
Vere morum
dentrem
quo et gratquo.

2.3. Human trafficking
It is the nowadays slavery, supposes a violation of the human rights, of the dignity
and the personal freedom and it constitutes a form of violence against women
“Whoever, within Spain, from Spain, in transit or with destination therein, using violence,
intimidation or deceit, or abusing a situation of superiority or need, or the vulnerability of a
national or alien victim, even the ones trying to have the consent from the person who had
the control over the victim and the interchange or transfer the control of the victim, were
to introduce, transport, transfer, receive of house such a victim for any of the purposes
described below :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The imposition of forced works or services, the slavery or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or beggingSexual abuse, even pornography
The exploitation to commit criminal activities
The extraction of corporal organs
Forced marriages

The consent of a victim of human trafficking shall be irrelevant when any of the means
stated up is suitable, and in case that the victim was an underage person it will be considered
trafficking even if what is explained before is not done.
Civil Guard fights these illegal activities using its prevention and investigation , job done by
specialist personnel in Human Trafficking (EMUME) who are spread all around the Spanish
geography.
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INDICATORS OF VICTIMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not carrying a passport or identity document, saying that someone else has it.
Having to give their money to third persons, or lacking money even though
they work or receive some pay.
Lack of wandering freedom
Social and familiar isolation
Working in prostitution.
Difficulties with communication (language) or not being able to communicate
freely with other people.
Nervousness or fear in the presence of other people.

WHAT TO DO WHEN FACED WITH
A SITUATION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

•

Go to a Civil Guard station to file a report on the situation. In urgent cases,
phone 062 with the object that specialized personnel in Human Trafficking
explains the victim about his/her rights and gives to them the protection needed.

•

Any professionals needed will be provided to oﬀer
of assistance required, as well as an interpreter, if

•

Social and psychological assistance for the victim by private and government
organizations. You’ll receive:

•

-Free legal and interpreter assistance

•

-His/Her personal information will remain secret

•

-facility in domicile changing

•

-Protection for his/her family in their country

•

-A period of reflexing time of 90 days at least

the kind
necessary.
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3.
Securitydentrem quo et gratquo.
1. Public
Vere morum

3.1. State regulations on
protecting citizen safety in the
area of foreign visitors
Everyone in Spain is guaranteed the free exercise of their rights and freedoms as
contained in the laws and institutions of the State on equal terms with Spaniards and
must, in turn, respect these laws and other citizens’ exercise and enjoyment of these
fundamental values. In fulfilment of this guarantee, the Spanish Constitution assigns the
State Security Forces and Corps the primary mission of protecting the exercise of these
rights as well as guaranteeing citizen safety.
Within this constitutional framework, the new Organic Law on the Protection of Citizen
Safety (LOPSC) guarantees the exercise of an entire series of rights and responsibilities
for all citizens in general. With regard to foreign citizens, the following are worth noting:

Documentation:
Foreigners in Spain have the right and obligation to conserve and keep with them the
documentation that verifies their identity as well as the document showing their legal
status in Spain.
Likewise, foreigners are obligated to show this documentation and allow it to be checked
when requested by the authorities or their agents, although they may also prove their
identity by any other means if they are not carrying these documents on their person;
except in the course of judicial investigations of a criminal nature, they may not be
deprived of their original documentation.
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Crime prevention
IDENTIFICATIONS:
The State Security Forces and Corps may request the identification of people and may
make any checks they deem necessary in public areas or anywhere this request is made
as long as it is in the course of their possible participation in committing a crime or, if
applicable, to prevent a crime from being committed, as well as for possible sanctions
of criminal and administrative infractions. People whose face is not totally or partially
visible because they are wearing a kind of garment or object that obstructs it, hindering
this action, are included within this authority to be identified.
This kind of identification must be carried out strictly within the framework of the
principles of proportionality, equal treatment and non-discrimination for reasons of birth,
nationality, racial or ethnic background, sex, religion or beliefs, age, disability, sexual
orientation or identity, opinion or any other personal or social condition or circumstance.
The person who is requested to identify themselves must immediately be informed about
the reasons for this request in a way that is understandable to them, and when it is not
possible to identify them by any means in public, or if they refuse to identify themselves,
the agents may order this person to accompany them to the closest police station solely
for this purpose, for the amount of time strictly necessary and without this exceeding six
hours under any circumstances. At the end of this action, they must be issued a receipt
verifying the amount of time they spent in the police station, the reason and the identity
of the agents involved, and all of this identifying information must be recorded in the
corresponding record book of citizen safety.

CONTROLS AND SEARCHS
The State Security Forces and Corps may make any checks needed of people, goods and
vehicles with the purpose of preventing weapons, explosives, hazardous substances or
other objects, instruments or means that might generate a serious risk to people or be
used to commit a crime or produce alterations in citizen security on public streets, places
and establishments. If applicable, they must intervene and temporarily occupy them, if
needed, and in this case citizens have the duty to collaborate and not to hinder the work
of the agents of the authority as they exercise their functions. Obviously, any seizure
that is made must be recorded in the corresponding report which shall be signed by
the interested party, and if they refuse to sign it, this shall be noted. This report shall be
presumed to be true unless proven untrue.
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The State Security Forces and Corps may also perform external and surface body checks
of the person, even against their will, and they must be immediately informed about the
reason for this check in an understandable way when there are rational indicators of the
possibility of finding instruments, eﬀects or other objects relevant to the exercise of the
function of inquiry and prevention which they are entrusted, and always respecting the
principles indicated in the circumstances of identification.
As long as there is no urgent situation which poses a serious, imminent risk to the agents,
this check shall be performed by a person of the same sex as the person being checked. If
they are asked to expose parts of the body that are usually covered by clothing, this shall
be done in a secluded place away from the view of third parties.

GATHERINGS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
The intervention measures that the State Security Forces and Corps can take in the event
of gatherings or demonstrations in order to maintain or, if needed, restore citizen safety
must be gradual and proportional to the circumstances, and the dissolution of these
gatherings or demonstrations shall only be used as a last resort. However, when the
participants in these events use explosive artefacts or other blunt or otherwise dangerous
objects, they may be dissolved without prior notice.

Infractions of the LOPSC:
The LOPSC classifies a variety of oﬀences, graduating them according to the degree
to which they aﬀect citizen safety and the amount of damage they cause, into minor,
serious, and very serious oﬀences.
The actions which may be considered administrative violations of the LOPSC include
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•

The transport, acquisition, carrying, exhibition or use of WEAPONS, EXPLOSIVES,
AMMUNITION OR PYROTECHNIC ITEMS in violation of their regulatory norms or
lacking or omitting the authorizations to do so (if this is not a crime).

•

Projection of light beams from any kind of device on pilots or drivers or means
of transport which can blind them or distract their attention and cause accidents,
and on members of the Security Forces and Corps to prevent or hinder them from
doing their jobs.

•

The illegal consumption or possession of TOXIC DRUGS, NARCOTICS OR
PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES, even if they are not meant for traﬃcking, in public
places, streets or establishments or collective transport, and the abandonment of
instruments or eﬀects used for these purposes in these places.

•

The transfer of people, in any vehicle, so they can purchase toxic drugs, narcotics or
psychotropic substances.

•

The illicit planting and cultivation of toxic drugs, narcotics or psychotropic
substances in places visible to the public (as long as it is not a crime).

•

DISTURBING citizen safety in public events, sports or cultural shows, oﬃcial events
and religious oﬃces or other gatherings attended by many people (when it is not a
crime).

•

Causing DISORDER in public thoroughfares, spaces or establishments, or blocking
public thoroughfares with urban furniture, vehicles, containers, tires or other
objects when this causes a serious alteration in citizen safety (as long as these
behaviours are not considered crimes).

•

Disobeying or resisting authority or its agents, showing them disrespect and a lack
of consideration when they are performing their jobs (as long as it is not a crime).

•

Failure to identify oneself or to help in identification eﬀorts, as well as providing
false or inaccurate data during these checks.

•

Soliciting or receiving paid SEXUAL SERVICES in areas of public transit near places
where minors might be, such as schools, playgrounds or free-time venues accessible
to minors, or when these behaviours may pose a risk to road safety.

•

Damaging or defacing public or private tangible or intangible goods, climbing
buildings or monuments without authorization with a risk to people or goods,
moving fences, kerns or other stationary or mobile elements placed by the State
Security Forces and Corps to delimit security perimeters, displaying objects that
endanger life and physical integrity with an aim to intimidate (when this is not
regarded as a crime or serious infraction).

•

Occupying public streets and thus infringing upon the law of the decision
adopted in application of the law by the competent authority. Occupation due to
UNAUTHORISED STREET SELLING is included in this category.

•

CONSUMING ALCOHOLIC DRINKS in public places, streets, establishments or
transportation when this seriously disturbs citizen peace.
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Sanctions that may be levelled come with FINES of up to
Sever offences

Serious offences

Minor offences

Fine: 30.001 to 600.000€

Fine: 601 to 30.000€

Fine: 100 to 600€

In addition to monetary sanctions (fines), they can also come with certain accessory
sanctions (seizures, closures, loss of authorization, etc.), and, if damage has been caused
to the public administration, the oﬀender might be required to repair or pay compensation
for it.

SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS
As a new feature, we should highlight the implementation of what are called summary
proceedings, which are solely applicable to serious and minor sanctions. They essentially
consist of the following: after being notified of the initial agreement, the interested
party has at most 15 days to formulate allegations and propose or provide proof, or
they can choose to pay voluntarily, in which case they would be choosing this specific
summary proceeding, which comes with: a 50% decrease in the amount of the sanctions,
a renouncement of the possibility of formulating allegations and the termination of the
proceeding, and the sanction may only be appealed in the administrative-contentious
jurisdiction.

Noise, street selling and alcohol on public streets
Beyond the specific cases of citizen safety mentioned above, in fulfilment of the
competences based on the distribution established by the Constitution, these activities
are conditioned by the convergence of diﬀerent levels of competences (state, regional
and local) over them, which means that it is necessary and essential for the diﬀerent
actions in the field of citizen safety to be conducted in an appropriate framework of interadministrative cooperation and coordination in the jobs of preventing and sanctioning
the behaviours mentioned here.

NOISE:
The regulation of the measures needed to prevent, monitor and correct noise pollution, to
avoid and reduce the damage that it can cause to human health, goods or the environment,
as well as to regulate the specific actions in the realm of noise and vibrations, in this
context should be guided first by Law 37/2003 dated on 17 November 2003 on noise,
whose article 28.5 states that: “5. Local ordinances can categorize oﬀences related to: a)
Noise coming from users of public streets in certain circumstances.”
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In the specific region of the Balearic Islands, these actions must be performed in
accordance with the provision of Law 1/2007 dated on 16 March 2007 against noise
pollution on the Balearic Islands, whose article 6, section 3, letter i) attributes the Town
Halls the right to the sanctioning authority, which must, in turn, be regulated by the
corresponding municipal ordinance.

STREET SELLING:
Statewide, Royal Legislative Decree 1/2007 dated 16 November 2007 which approved
the reworked text of the General Law on Consumer and User Defence and other
complementary laws, in relation to the provisions of Law 3/2014, dated 27 March 2014,
which modifies it, are the basic laws on this matter and seek to increase consumers’ rights.
More specific is Royal Decree 199/2010 dated 26 February 2010, which regulates the
exercise of street or non-sedentary selling. Its article 8 states: “Oﬀences of the contents
of this provision shall be sanctioned in each case by the competent authorities in
accordance with the provisions of Law 7/1996 dated 15 January 1996 on the Organization
of the Retail System and any other laws applicable.”
On the Balearic Islands specifically, we can state that this matter is regulated very
specifically by Law 11/2014 dated 15 October 2014 on trade in the Balearic Islands; and by
Law 7/2014 dated 23 July 2014 on the protection of consumers and users of the Balearic
Islands, whose articles 92 and 93 establish the system of oﬀences and sanctions of this
kind in relation to the provisions of articles 25 to 27 of Law 7/1985 dated 2 April 1985,
which regulates the bases of the local system.

CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL ON PUBLIC STREETS:
Currently, we can state that this matter is awaiting greater “specific” regulatory
development state-wide, although it could be argued that all the actions that cause
a disturbance to citizen rights will receive the corresponding response by virtue of
the regional and local regulations applicable to each specific case. Therefore, to date,
the regional regulations and municipal ordinances are the ones that primarily and
fundamentally are charged with developing the norms that aim to regulate the limitations
to the undue advertisement, sale and consumption of alcoholic drinks in public places
and within its scope of responsibilities, in concurrence with the corresponding state
legislation (such as Law 5/2002 dated 27 June 2002 on drug dependency and other
addictive disorders of the Community of Madrid; Law 7/2006 dated 24 October 2006
on administrative authority in certain free-time activities in open spaces in the towns of
Andalusia, etc.)
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3.2. Prevention against terrorism
ANTITERRORIST ALERT LEVEL (NAA):

The Plan of Prevention and Protection against Terrorism establishes the general guidelines that, starting from a permanent effort in the preventive field, allow to ensure the detection, monitoring, analysis and continuous evaluation of the
risk of terrorist attack, as well as the start-up and coordination of the preventive
devices in case necessary, understood these as the set of actions carried out prior
to the materialization of a terrorist attack in order to prevent it from occurring.
Actually, the level of alert in Spain is 4 on a scale of 5 which implies greater vigilance and high efforts to avoid the prevention of a terrorist attack.

				

WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

The terrorist threat is nowadays an international phenomenon.
For this reason, in Spain, the Security Forces are prepared to face any situation of terrorist
risk. The knowledge of some guidelines of action on the part of all the citizens contributes
remarkably to guarantee our security.
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ACTUAL DECLARATION
In case of terrorist attack follow these recommendations carefully:
In usual places like your work or those with massive affluence of people, locate emergency
exits or evacuation routes. It will take you little time and you will be prepared for an
emergency.
If you locate any suspicious item or object, never manipulate it and immediately alert the
security personnel or the Security Forces.
In case of attack, act calmly. It will have more possibilities of not suffering damages. When
the escape route is safe, move away from the danger focus.
In closed areas use emergency exits or evacuation routes, avoiding elevators or where it
may be locked or blocked.
Do not stop to pick up belongings or objects or lie on the ground pretending to have been
shot down.
Try to alert other people not to approach but without stopping to convince them. If you
can help others escape the danger spot and when there is security personnel follow all
your directions.
When you cannot get away, hide yourself. If you hide in a room, close the door, reinforce it
and move away from it, but avoid being locked up if there is no exit or escape route.
Protect yourself behind a wall or obstacle resistant to firearms. A bullet can pierce
furniture, doors or walls.
To avoid being detected, do not make unnecessary noises and mute your mobile
When possible and without disclosing your position, notify the Security Forces and inform
them of what you remember. When they arrive, avoid sudden movements that can be
considered a threat. Keep your hands in sight without carrying anything in them that
creates confusion and follow your instruction.
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3.3. Public safety considerations in the
Balearic Islands
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Balearic Islands are a safe destination, one of the safest in the world.
Safety is a top goal and guarantee on the Balearic Islands.
Theft due to distraction of the victim is the most common criminal oﬀences.
The high concentration of tourists attracts street criminals.
The criminal takes advantage of the tourist’s relaxation, doubt and distraction.
Crowds, entertainment and shopping areas and beaches are highly sensitive
points
Tourist cooperation is essential in preventing this crime.
We have a highly professional, eﬀective police force.
Follow the preventive advices and difficult the actions of the offenders
Advice and report at Guardia Civil or Police stations the committing of all
offence.

Preventative safety tips
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•

Pay special attention to your passport, money and bankcards; keep them in pockets
that are not easily accessible and never lose visual control over credit/debit cards.

•

Do not carry or handle large amounts of money, avoid carrying large notes and
take special care when getting money out of ATMs and banks and when making
payments in public.

•

Do not lose sight of and keep watch over your baggage and personal items at all
times, especially in airports, hotel receptions and when in transit.

•

Always carry purses closed and securely held; make sure that wallets and
telephones are securely inside pockets, especially in crowds.

•

Pay attention to your mobile telephones, cameras or video cameras, tablets and
personal computers, especially in entertainment areas.

•

Do not accept oﬀers or help from suspicious people, as they might be ruses aimed
at robbing you.

•

Do not resist the criminal if you are a crime victim.

•

Use safety deposit boxes in hotels to store your passport, jewellery and other
valuables.

•

Identify and photograph your jewellery and other valuables to document your
complaint if they are stolen (brand, model, serial number, etc.).

•

Use public transportation (taxi or bus), and do not trust private means of
transportation.

•

Do not carry jewellery or other valuables to the beach, swimming pools or
entertainment areas.

•

You can move around with a photocopy of your passport or identity card approved
by the Civil Guard or Police.

•

Do not leave valuables inside parked vehicles, even if they are not visible from the
outside.
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Obligations, antisocial and banned behaviours
• Everyone should carry their personal documentation (identity card or passport).
• Everyone is obligated to identify themselves if asked to do so by the Police or Civil
Guard.
• Causing disorder on the streets or in public locations or causing damage to urban
furniture or other public assets is a serious oﬀence (or even a crime).
• Traﬃcking of toxic drugs and narcotics is punishable as a CRIME.
• Consuming toxic DRUGS, narcotics and psychotropic substances in public places, streets
or establishments or means of transport is prohibited.
• Possession of toxic drugs, narcotics and psychotropic substances is also prohibited,
even if they are not meant for traﬃcking.
• The abandonment of instruments or eﬀects used for the consumption of DRUGS in
public places, streets or establishments or means of transport is also prohibited.
• Alcohol may not be consumed on public streets.
• Selling or serving alcoholic beverages to minors is prohibited.
• Smoking in public establishments or transports is prohibited.
• Loud music, noise or other bothersome activities at night or during resting hours is
prohibited.
• Do not collaborate with or encourage prostitution.
• Do not participate in or allow yourself to be conned by illegal gambling.
• Nudity, urinating, having sex or other obscene practices are banned on public streets.
• Help keep public spaces clean and hygienic by not throwing rubbish onto the street.
• Do not practice risky or unwise behaviours
• Do not participate in leisure activities run by unauthorized companies.
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Public security is not a problem in the Balearic Islands
Remember:
• Crime is not a reason for fear or concern, but it does require attention.
• Prevention is the best protection against crime.
• Criminals take advantage of a lack of caution, disorganization and distracted
attention.
• Safety is one of the main appeals of the Balearic Islands.
• Being on holiday does not justify illegal, antisocial or obscene behaviours.
• Do not consume drugs or abuse alcohol.
• Do not participate in risky or reckless fun.
• Help police investigations by filling a report in a timely fashion.
• Do not resist or confront the criminal; instead ask for help and pay attention to
their features so you can later identify them.
• Emergency telephone (112), Civil Guard (062) and Police (091).
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4. Regime for travellers

4.1. Security recommendations

ARRIVAL FLIGHTS
Baggage claim halls:
• While waiting for and collecting your baggage, keep all your belongings
within sight and close by, especially handbags. If more than two people are
travelling together, one of them should remain with the hand baggage and
the other should collect the checked bags.

DEPARTURE FLIGHTS
Going through security checks:
• Avoid leaving personal eﬀects loose on the trays (watches, telephones,
wallets, money, jewellery, etc.). We recommend previously placing them
inside your hand baggage.
•

During your time at the security checkpoint, keep an eye on your tray.

• When you receive your tray, check that all the objects you placed in it are
still there. If any of them is missing, immediately notify the Civil Guard personnel located at these access checkpoints.
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4.2. Information of interest for travellers
Travellers coming from countries within the European Economic
Community. (1)
PAYMENT METHODS

Departures or Arrivals in Spain for travellers with payment methods (cash, pay checks
made out to the bearer) for amounts over 10,000 euros: must declare in the Civil Guard
Oﬃce using model S-1)
PETS
• Dogs, cats and ferrets.
• Must carry a passport for pets from the EU, with microchip and rabies vaccination up
to date.
BIODIVERSITY AND NATURAL HERITAGE PROTECTION
•
It is forbidden to capture or collect any kind of wild fauna or fauna
•
It is forbidden to collect geological elements (rocks, minerals, fossils)
•
It is forbidden to transport plants or vegetal elements bearers of the “Xylella
Fastidiosa” bacteria.
WEAPONS
• European Weapons Card.
• Document that verifies the reason for the visit with weapons (hunting invitation or
site of the sports shooting test).

Travellers coming from other countries.
PAYMENT METHODS
Departure and arrival in Spain of payment methods (cash, paychecks made out to the
bearer, etc.) for amounts of over 10,000 euros: must declare in the Civil Guard Oﬃce
using model S-1).
FRANCHISES
•

Tobacco (payment of taxes for more than 200 X cigarettes and more than 50 cigars).

• Alcoholic drinks (payment of taxes if more than one litre of rum, vodka, etc., and more
than 2 litres of wine or similar).

(1) The EU Customs Territory is made up of: Croatia, Ireland, Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia,
Portugal, Spain, Italy, Malta, United Kingdom, Romania, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Austria, Luxembourg and Greece.
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TAX FREE
The following may request reimbursement of VAT:
• Non-EU residents for exporting goods (2) valued at more than €90.15.
-Processing at the airport: two ways
1. Requirements: submission of the purchase receipt and the merchandise described in
the Oﬃce of the Civil Guard – departures plant – request a reimbursement at banks or
authorized financial entities.
2. Electronic sealed placed nearby the tax office (you should ask at the shop a web
formulary (DIVA formulary)
-Processing at the port:
Submission of the purchase receipt and the merchandise described in the Oﬃce of the
Civil Guard – Muelle Viejo street , nº.9.
ANIMAL”BASED FOOD PRODUCTS
• Prohibition from bringing in meat, milk and by-products.
PETS
• Dogs, cats and ferrets, etc.
•
Need to provide veterinary certificate for the EU – in Spanish or English, with
microchip and rabies vaccination up to date.
BIODIVERSITY AND NATURAL HERITAGE PROTECTION
-It is forbidden to capture or collect any kind of wild fauna or fauna
-It is forbidden to collect geological elements (rocks, minerals, fossils)
-It is forbidden to transport plants or vegetal elements bearers of the “Xylella Fastidiosa”
bacteria.
WEAPONS
The special weapons authorization for foreigners will be extended in the Airport
Weapons Intervention (maximum 3 weapons) after submitting:
•
•
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Certification from the Spanish consulate in the home country.
Respective hunting license.
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5.1. Foreign citizen tourist attention.
What is it?
The Foreign Citizen Attention Service (in Spanish SATE) is one of the visible parts of the
Safe Tourism Plan, build to offer to the foreign tourist a personalized attention after being
victim of any penal offence, and it is developed by teams of expert police agents and
informer interpreters in their own language.
It is a common compromise made alongside with the State General Administration and the
Local Administration, which efforts are convergent in the mutual interest to guarantee for
the victim an integral assistance, through the following general functions:
1. – Attend the victims of a crime in their own language, giving them advise in procedures
an documental arrangements , all derivate from the offence , such as cancelation of
cards, credit documents , contact with the embassies and consulates , communication ,
communication or relatives location, etc.)
2.- To attend the tourist during the filling of the report , informing them about their rights
as victims and giving them the citation to go to the court at the judgment time.
3.- To notify the court on duty immediately, those cases in danger because evidence could
not to be practiced during the oral judgment.
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The rupture of the idiomatic barrier, inherent in the functioning of the SATE, allows the
victim to express with all profundity, making him/her to feel heard and at the same time
this listening is active.
Is its special configuration, there are two distinct scenarios, the first destined
to the
attention to all those tourists who are victim of common offences, such as (robberies,
thefts, frauds). A second scenario consists in the attention and assistance to all who
are victims involved in violent crimes (Genre Violence, robberies with violence, sexual
aggressions) or in the crimes where victims are underage minors, constituting in this
activity a plus in protection and privacy of the victims.
The communities where SATE offices are implanted are referent in international
tourism destination, positioning themselves among the forty-five firsts touristic resorts
in accordance with its importance at national level. At these dependencies are being
attended tourists from 57 different nationalities.

Oficinas SATE
LOCATION

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Magaluf (Mallorca)

Calle Sa Porrasa, 6

971 682 781

Peguera (Mallorca)

Calle Pins, 17

971 139 208

Muro (Mallorca)

Avda.S’Albufera, 33

971 893 147

Can Picafort

Calle Enginyer
Roca, s/n

971 853 090

Calle Antonio
Mariano Riguer

971 804 320

(Mallorca)
Sant Antoni de
Portmany (Ibiza)
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5.2 International Joint Patrols
Legal framework
Inside the Safe Tourism Plan framework, every summer are deployed in the Balearic Islands
members of the German Police, French National Gendarmerie and Arma de Carabinieri. In 2015
constituents from the National Police from the United Kingdom, were participating in this
initiative of international police cooperation in the tourism ambit

What is a jont patrol?
International Joint Patrols are a possibility in relation with joint framework seen at Prüm
treaty, just like bilateral according between the interested countries, context where the
modalities of actuation are:
1.

Citizen Security Patrols , on foot, in beach zones and hotelier establishments and
sports marina and places with high people concentration.

2.

Assistance to the foreign tourists at the moment of filling the report as a victim of an
offence or in traffic circulation accidents or if they need road assistance.

3.

To participate in meetings with associations and managers of the hotel sector, as
well as nationals of their country of origin.

4.

To help in the instruction of legal proceedings where the author, victim or witnesses
were nationals of the members part in the joint patrol.

5.

Assistance in matter related with minor and women protection.

Since its beginning until the present, joint work between Guardia Civil and foreign police
corps members who participate in the International Joint Patrols program has counted
with the special recognition of the hotel sector, as well as the good reception from its
nationals , fact that has consolidated the cooperation model told before as an element
that contributes to generate a safe environment.
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5.3. Alertcops. Instant advie to alert
about a crime
What is Alertcops?
AlertCops is the citizen security alerts service of the State Security Forces and Corps
(FFCCSE).
The objective is to universalize access to public services of citizen security, so that any
person, regardless of their language, origin or their hearing or vocal disabilities can
communicate to the State Security Forces (Police and Civil Guard ) an alert about a
criminal act or security incident of the victim or witness.
Once the registration process has been completed and the access validated, with a code
that will be sent by SMS to the mobile phone number, the application displays a main
screen with the following options, which can be selected by pressing or scanning the
below icon:
This service allows, from a mobile device “smartphone”, a citizen can send an alert
directly to the police, in a simple and intuitive, with the aim of being attended quickly
and efficiently.
The benefits of AlertCops are:
- Facilitate a new communication channel between citizens and the FFCCSE,
complementary to existing ones.
- Offer foreign people who visit or reside in our country a channel in their language to
access emergency security services
- Improve response times to the citizen and the information process.
- Speed up the information and response demand protocol, obtaining from the start
information about the help solicitor, such as: positioning, type of incident that is
suffering or other relevant data
- Guarantee accessibility to these services for people with communication disabilities.

How can you install it?
The AlertCops service consists of a mobile application that is installed in the
“smartphone” mobile terminal. This application is available for terminals:
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5.4. Electronic filling of a report “App
e-report (e-denuncia)
E-Report (E-Denuncia)
If you want to fill a report electronically, you must access
the e-complaint application in:
Only the following facts can be reported from the application:
- Loss or loss of documentation or effect
- Finding of documentation or effects
- Subtraction of vehicles
- Subtraction inside vehicles
- Theft (subtractions without violence or intimidation, not “jerks”)
- Damage
If it is about crimes related to new technologies (Internet, email, SMS, WhatsApp, etc.),
do not fill the report through the “Application e-denunciation”. Get in touch with the
Telematics Crime Unit of the Civil Guard, click here to access.
For the rest of the facts, contact the nearest Civil Guard Post, click here to access, or go
personally, in the shortest possible time.
If you have any doubts about the use of the “Application e-denunciation” or if you are
not clear about whether or not you can file a report in this way, please contact the
Citizen Information and Assistance Office of the Civil Guard:
- Telephone: 900 101 062 (hours: 09:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday to Friday, Saturdays
from 0

Instruccions
Before filling in the interested data for processing it is important that you read the
instructions that appear on the screens of the e-report application.
As a user guide for the use of the e-report application you can consult the 57 “Manual
e-report” that you will find when accessing the application. It explains in detail each of
the fields of the form to be filled out.
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“Manual e-report” that you will find when accessing the application.
It explains in detail each of the fields of the form to be filled out.
You can access our video tutorial through this link

Ratification of the complaint filed
Once you have filled in the obligatory data of the form, you must ratify the report filled in a
Civil Guard Post within a maximum period of 72 hours from the electronic formalization. To
do this, you must print the proof of the complaint and present it in the Civil Guard Post that
you have selected. In case of not being able to appear in the police premises for reasons
of major cause (travel, illness, etc.), you should contact the Civil Guard Post by the fastest
possible means (unit phone, 062, etc.)
With the letter of the complaint you can present the means of proof that you consider
appropriate to accredit the facts denounced (photographs or documents).
In the act of ratification of the report presented it is necessary that the complainant prove
his identity through the DNI, NIE or passport.

Facts not reportable electronically.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If the crime is being committed at that time, or has just
committed (in this case dial the 062).
If it has occurred with violence or intimidation.
If it is about facts related to genre violence.
If it has occurred in buildings which perpetrators had
climbed, broken windows, doors, walls, etc.
If the author is or can be recognized or identified.
If there are witnesses.
If there has been police intervention.
If the victim is minor, mentally disabled or insane.

Remember that if you are dealing with crimes related to new
technologies (Internet, email, SMS, WhatsApp, etc.), do not file
the complaint through the “Application e-denunciation”. Get in
touch with the Telematics Crime Unit of the Civil Guard, access
here.
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Mandatory appearance at police headquarters
You must appear at the police headquarters to report other criminal offenses and contact
the nearest Civil Guard post or go personally in the shortest possible time. You should also
contact the Civil Guard directly when:

•

The crime is being committed at that time or has just been committed. In this
case call 062 or 112.

•

Has occurred with violence or intimidation or is it related to genre violence.

•

Has been produced in buildings with stairs, broken windows, doors, walls, etc.

•

The author may be recognized or identified, there may be witnesses or the
victim may be a minor, mentally disabled or insane.

5.5. Consequenes of a false report or
claim
Article 456 of the Criminal Code provides for prison sentences or fines for those who,
knowing their falsehood or reckless disregard for the truth, impute to a person facts that,
if true, would constitute a criminal offense if this accusation was made before a judicial
officer , police or Civil Guard. For its part, Article 457 of the same provision provides for
fines for those who, before the same officials, pretend to be responsible or victims of a
criminal offense or denounces a non-existent by provoking procedural actions.
In the same way, filling a false claim is punishable by law. The Civil Guard, in the framework
of the operation “Claims” developed in the Balearic Islands, proceeded in 2017 to the arrest
of 7 people belonging to an organization dedicated to attract British tourists to submit
in their country of origin false claims for food poisoning suffered in the holiday period in
hotels in Mallorca. 59
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Foreign Tourist Attention Service (SATE Magaluf Mallorca)
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6. Citizens care service

6.1. Recommendations to avoid
accidents in the mountains.
In the mountain
BEFORE LEAVING:
- Plan your activity with information (books, maps, internet, etc.).
- Try to know in advance the medium in which you are going to move.
- Find out about the weather conditions.
- Tell somebody where you are going.
- Do not start late
- Never go alone to the mountain (minimum three people).
- Always carry your mobile phone with extra chargers.

EVALUATE YOURSELF:
- Do not overestimate your possibilities.
- Choose an activity according to your physical level.
- If your mood is not the most appropriate, do not undertake activities of a certain
technical complexity.
- Maintain an adequate physical preparation.
- If you are not sure, hire a professional guide.

AND REMEMBER:
- Carry the right equipment and train yourself on how to use it.
- Include a flashlight, a waterproof jacket and a thermal blanket even if the weather is
fine.
- It is advisable to federate in a mountain club. You will obtain knowledge on how to
behave in the mountains.
- Form yourself on first aid.
- It is advisable to take out liability insurance to carry out activities in the natural
environment.
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Climbing
The most common type of climbing in the Balearic Islands is sport climbing. There are
many schools to enjoy this sport throughout the year, and there are thousands of climbers
who travel to our islands to practice this sport.

TIPS FOR ENJOYING A CLIMBING DAY:
- Bring a climbing guide of the different schools that is well documented on the type of
routes and difficulty of them.
- Face climbing routes that adapt to your level as climbers.
- Always wear the helmet, both climber and insurer.
- Avoid climbing areas plenty of sun to avoid heat stroke.
- The material to be used must be approved and have is not expired.
- Warn someone about the climbing area we are going to. In this way, in case of excessive
delay, rescue groups may be aware.
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Canyoning.
BEFORE LEAVING:
•
•
•
•

Carry reviews of the torrent you are going to do.
It correctly identifies escape routes in case of accident or flood.
Find out about the weather conditions.
Beware of dams and reservoirs. Find out the possible hours of opening. In the
ravines there is usually no coverage for mobile phones, so the activity must be
done in groups of at least 3 people.

CHECK YOUR MATERIAL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use neoprene in canyons with water.
Wear suitable shoes, shoes, helmet, harness, anchor lines and descender. Do not
forget a knife and a whistle.
The rope must have a length equal to twice the rappel or greater height that the
canyon has.
Always have auxiliary rope in the bag for emergency situations.
You must bring equipment to equip, in case you need to assemble a meeting point
(graver, splits, etc.)
Always carry a charged external battery for your mobile phone.
It is suitable to take out liability insurance to carry out activities in the natural
environment.

AND REMEMBER:
•
•
•
•
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Check the anchor points before rappelling.
Do not jump into pools of water without making sure you do not have obstacles
inside. In order to get this, the first one that advances must always rappel and not
jump.
Establish a signal code to communicate in case of a lot of noise from the water.
In case of accident, while one of the companions leaves to give notice, the other
helps the injured.

6.2. Securtiy planning int mountains and
cavities
1. Get information about the environment in which you are going to move.
2. Know and recognize the route Information of the route or activity to be carried
out (books, maps, internet, etc.)
• Identify the objective and subjective dangers.
• Evaluate the difficulty of the route. Is it adequate to our physical and technical
level?
• Know the escape routes
• Know the maximum unevenness of the route
• Plan your Schedule
• Know the telephone coverage areas
• Know possible places to get drinking water.
3. Check the necessary material to carry out the activity.
4. Our guide, do you have training, experience and responsibility?
5. Know the weather forecast
6. It is suitable to take out liability insurance.

6.3. New activities booming in the
Balearic coast
COASTERING:It is a recent adventure sport consisting of walking routes along the coast
and that can include crossing cliffs and jumping from different heights. It is also combined
with different activities such as visits of caves, diving, climbing, abseiling, psychoblock, etc .
CAVE DIVING: Dangerous practice that consists of diving in caves and flooded cavities. This
practice must be done by people who master the techniques and specialized equipment.
The cave diving into does not admit errors, which causes that this sport is considered one
of the most dangerous in the world.
For this type of activity in the natural environment, it would be especially advisable to have
insurance that covers both health care in case of an accident, and the rescue costs we may
need. Likewise it must be compulsory by the Adventures company that is contracted where
the client at all times must be covered with a civil liability insurance
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6.4. Guidelines to follow in case of
accident
•
•

Conduct p.a.h. (protect, advise and help).
Notice to 112 or rescue groups with the following information:
a. What happened?
b. When has it happened?
c. Where it has happened
d. State in which the victim is
e. The most exact location possible.
f. Weather conditions of the area.
g. Staff available in the area to help.
h. Material that is available.
i. Provide several telephones of the people who are in the zone of the
accident and are with the injured person.

•

If you are going to make use of a helicopter clean the area of objects that can be
projected or hooked with the rotors.
Safe approach to a helicopter.
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6.5. Estadísticas de rescates
ACTIVIDAD

TREKKING

CANYONING

CLIMGING

MTB

SPELEOLOGY

PORCENTAJE

55-60%

25-30%

5%

2%

2%

CAUSAS
• Trips
• Falls
• Getting lost
• Physical problems
• Weather
• Taking refuge in
rocks

• Lack of physical
preparation
• Inaccurate forecast
• Jumping over
Water
• Getting lost

• Acts of god
• Lack of training
and information
• Lack of preparation
• Overestimation of
possibilities
• Improper material

• Taking refuge in
rocks
• Falls
• Poor use of
material
• Lack of training

• Falls
• Getting lost
• Physical problems

• Falls
• Getting lost
• Physical problems
• Breakage of
anchors

• Caídas

PARAGLIDING
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1%

PRECURSORES
• Acts of god
• Lack of training
and information
• Lack of preparation
• Overestimation of
possibilities
• Not checking
weather forecasts

• Acts of god
• Lack of training
and information
• Lack of preparation
• Overestimation of
possibilities

• Lack of preparation
• Overestimation of
possibilities
• Inaccurate weather
forecast

• Acts of god
• Lack of training
and information
• Lack of preparation
• Overestimation of
possibilities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of training
and information
Overestimation of
possibilities
Inaccurate weather
forecast
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7. Leisure and quality of life

7.1. Preventing fraud in accommodations.
To be considered
Time-sharing:
•

Mistrust dubious deals.

•

Check the accommodation situation.

•

Make sure that the expenses to be paid are the ones that appear in the contract.

•

If you are a victim of deceit, # le a complaint.

Online rentals.
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•

If the renter does not identify themselves or only provides incomplete
identification.

•

If they only provide an e-mail address or mobile phone number as the contact info

•

If they do not provide documentation showing that they actually own the $ at.

•

If they ask for money up front without off ering any kind of guarantee that you are
going to receive the rental contract and keys.

•

If the payment systems available are not reliable.

•

If they give you the excuse that they do not live in Spain and ask you to pay an
intermediary.

•

If the advert contains generic photos of a $ at copied from the Internet.

7.2. Riesgos sobre el consumo de alcohol
•

Consumir con moderación cualquier tipo de bebidas alcohólicas.

•

Respetar las normas de policía sobre prohibición de consumo de bebidas
alcohólicas en la vía pública

•

Adquisición y consumo moderado en establecimientos autorizados. No en ofertas
callejeras.

•

Extremar precauciones de consumo en establecimientos que ofrecen ofertas de
“barra libre” y “shots” (tragos), lugares ideales para la venta de alcohol adulterado.

•

En los establecimientos que frecuente, controlar en todo momento el envase de la
bebida que consume para evitar que alguien le introduzca alguna sustancia nociva
para la salud.

7.3. Conductas incívicas
•

Dañar jardines y mobiliario urbano.

•

Pelearse en la vía pública.

•

Uso de punteros láser.

•

No seguir las normas de seguridad para el baño en playas y piscinas.

•

No respetar el entorno, arrojando desechos o basuras fuera de los lugares
habilitados.

•

Realizar prácticas sexuales en locales comerciales o en la vía pública.

•

Practicar nudismo en la vía pública.

•

Hacer uso indebido de balcones, pasando de unos a otros, lanzándose desde los
mismos a las piscinas o arrojando objetos y mobiliario a los viandantes.
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8. Road safety

8.1. Cycle tourism
Normativa
•
•
•
•
•

As a general rule, ride on the shoulder of the road.
When this is impossible, only take up as much of the road as needed.
You can ride two abreast.
The distance between vehicles when passing should be at least 1.5 metres.
Wearing a helmet is obligatory for minors under the age of 16 and on inter-urban
roads for all other users.

Practical tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Always carry personal documentation.
Carry a mobile phone and hotel contact numbers.
Carry cash or a credit/debit card that is valid in Spain.
Try to avoid main roads.
Respect the orders of traffi c agents and signs.
Front lights and rear re$ ectors are obligatory.

8.2. Accidents
WITH MATERIAL DAMAGES

•
•

European Accident Statement.
When the Civil Guard traffic officer
comes: Form to get information in
accidents with material damages.

WITH VICTIMS

•

The official report teams from the
Traffic Authority will come and
will inform you of the proceedings
needed, which shall be forwarded
to the examining magistrate’s court
on call.

Multilateral Guarantee Agreement (MGA) liability insurance
•

EU signatory states are accountable to each other for the damages caused in the
territories of the other member states.

•

Countries falling outside the MGA need a Green Card issued by an insurance
company from the home country or must take out a Border Insurance policy when
entering EU territory.

Carta Verde

Declaración Amistosa de Accidente
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8.3. Alcohol and drugs
ALCOHOL
The maximum permitted blood alcohol level for motorists and bicycle drivers is:
•

In blood 0.5 grams per litter.

•

In expired air, 0.25 milligrams per litter.

•

All drivers of vehicles and bicycles are obliged to submit to the tests that are
established for the detection of possible alcohol intoxications.

•

The amounts of the sanctions range from 1,000 to 500 euros and the loss of 4 to 6
points of the driving license, as the case may be.

•

Based on the alcohol level in expired air exceeding 0.60 mg per litter, we are facing
a criminal offense (Article 379.2 CP).

DRIVERS

LIMIT IN BLOOD

LIMIT IN BREATHED AIR

(1) GENERAL

0,5 gr

0,25 mg/l

(2) PROFESIONALS

0,3 gr

0,15 mg/l

(3) NOVELS

0,3 gr

0,15 mg/l

DRUGS
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•

Nor can circulate with the presence of drugs in the body.

•

The administrative penalty for driving with the presence of drugs in the body will
be, in any case, 1,000 euros and 6 points.

•

Driving under the influence of toxic drugs, narcotics or psychotropic substances is a
crime against road safety (Art 379).

8.4. Speed
On the road you must respect the speed limits established, but in addition, you must take
into account your own conditions, the characteristics and the condition of the road and the
meteorological and traffic conditions, having to adapt the speed of your vehicle to them.
The maximum speed limit on highways and motorways for cars and motorcycles is 120 km /
h, unlike the maximum limits for this class of roads in other countries around us.
The agents in charge of traffic surveillance use kinematic devices to capture the speed of
the vehicles continuously and throughout the road network.
Driving at a speed greater than 60 km / h in urban roads or 80 km / h in interurban roads to
those permitted by regulation is a crime against road safety (Art 379.1 CP). 80
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8.5. Driving licenses
European licenses
Driving licenses issued in the EU will remain valid in Spain with the exception that the age
required for driving will correspond to that required to obtain the equivalent Spanish
permit.

Licenses issued in third countries and interantiona licenses
Nationals of other countries that are issued in accordance with the International
Conventions of Geneva (1949) and Vienna (1968).
Nationals of other countries that are written in Spanish or accompanied by an official
translation.
Those recognized in particular multilateral and bilateral international agreements in which
Spain is a party and under the conditions indicated therein.
These permits are valid for driving in Spain provided they are in force. The holder is the age
required to drive in Spain and for a period of six months.

8.6. Traffic allegations
When the offender does not prove his legal residence in Spanish territory, the complaining
Agent will provisionally fix the amount of the fine and, if the amount is not deposited, the
driver must move the vehicle and immobilize it in the place indicated by the complaining
Agent. The deposit can be made by credit card or in cash in euros.
All the personnel belonging to the Traffic Group of the Civil Guard will take informative
copies written in six languages (Spanish, Portuguese, German, Arabic, French and
English) that will be delivered to the alleged foreign offender who does not know the
Spanish language, before beginning to formulate the complaint, in order to facilitate the
understanding and subsequent procedures in relation to it. 81
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8.7. Always remember
ALWAYS USE SAFETY BELT AND CHILD
RETENTION SYSTEMS
ON MOTORCYCLE,CYCLOMOTOR OR BIKE
MAKE USE OF YOUR HELMET
RESPECT THE ESTABLISHED SPEEDS
DO NOT TAKE DRUGS OR ALCOHOL
DO NOT MANIPULATE YOUR MOBILE PHONE
OR ANY OTHER DEVICE THAT COULD AFFECT YOUR
ATTENTION WHILE DRIVING
RESPECT THE REST OF USERS
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9. Protection of environment and
submerged heritage
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9. Protection of the environment and submerged heritage

9.1. Forest fires
Forest fires are one of the greatest threats to the environment on our islands. This phenomenon supposes an enormous economic and social cost, finding its main origin in different
human activities, a fact that undoubtedly forces us to devote greater attention to them,
especially those that entail a greater risk and that have traditionally originated most of the
forest fires.

RECOMMENDATIONS
If you go to the mountains
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•

We must not alter the tranquillity of the natural spaces, nor disturb the fauna.

•

We must preserve the nature in good condition, and not leave garbage outside
the authorized points.

•

We should not extract sand or stones from the natural environment.

•

We should not release allochthonous species in nature.

•

We should not extract wildlife or wild flora from the wild, especially the
Mediterranean tortoise (Testudo hermanni), since it is included in the List of
Species included in the List of Wild Species under Special Protection Regime

•

We must prevent dogs from moving without control through the forest.

•

If a wounded wild animal is found, we must notify the competent services by
calling 062 and / or 112.
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When we go to the beach:
•

Before taking our dog to the beach, we have to make sure it is allowed.

•

Preserve the posidonia meadows, we must avoid causing any kind of damage.

•

We should not catch nacres (Pinna nobilis), even if they are dead, since it is a
species classified as vulnerable.

•

Sea urchins should not be collected, unless you are authorized to do so. Its capture
is only allowed from November 1 to March 31, and cannot be made more than 10
m. of depth and with a maximum quota of 30 units per individual license and day

9.2. Recommendations before a fire
•

In case of a forest fire, life comes first. Notifies the emergency services and
collaborates with whoever coordinates the emergency.

•

Never go up the mountain to collaborate in the work of extinction. These should
be left for specialists and professionals. If you want to collaborate, get in touch
with your City Council, which will indicate other support tasks to be carried out.

•

Remember that when a fire occurs, access to the area is impeded for safety
reasons to avoid the collapse of roads and to facilitate access to extinguishing
equipment.

•

If your house is near the fire, evacuate it as soon as it is indicated by the Security
Bodies. Do it in an orderly and calm manner.

•

The initial data of the fire are important for the investigation (time, wind direction,
start area, people present at the starting place, etc.). If you know them, get in
touch with the Civil Guard.
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9.3. Natural Reserves
Before performing any activity in the protected areas, check which activities that are
allowed

© balearsnatura.com
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9.4. Protection of Posidonia meadows
Posidonia is included in the list of wild species under special protection regime. Its environmental value is such that, in Ibiza and Formentera, the posidonia meadows have been
recognized as World Heritage by UNESCO. It is forbidden to cut, mutilate, tear or destroy
them intentionally in nature
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10. Sports and activities at the sea

10.1. Recommendations before sailing
•
•
•
•
•

Check the weather information of the area.
Check the equipment and the security elements.
Whenever you can, do not surf alone.
Share your navigation plan.
Take your personal and boat documentation with you.

10.2. Caution in bath areas
•
•
•

Prohibition of sailing and anchoring in marked bathing areas.
In stretches of coast not marked, the bathing area shall be understood as a 200 m
strip. On the beaches and 50 m. in the rest of the coast. In these areas it is forbidden
to sail at a speed exceeding 3 knots.
Outside the bathing areas, the necessary precautions must be taken and signs of
presence must be indicated.

10.3. Party Boats
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•

It is necessary that both the patron and the companions are aware that living
conditions are not the same in a boat as in the mainland, much less when drugs
and/or alcohol have been consumed.

•

Law empowers the skipper of the vessel to adopt as many security measures as he
deems necessary for the good regime of government on board in case of danger..

10.4. Recreational sports diving
•

The minimum unit in the water for dives with autonomous equipment will be the
pair of divers.

•

Underwater activities cannot be carried out by any diver who is in a low physical
state, psychic, tension, anxiety, drunkenness, illness, sleep, drug ingestion or
similar effects.

•

The medical examination prior to diving is mandatory.

•

The submerged Historical Heritage is protected by Law.

•

If you find any object that might come from a wreck, do not touch it and call 062
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Links

Interesting links
Below you can check all the links that we’ve included in this book:

•

El Ministerio Fiscal

•

Law 4/2015 of protection for city security.

•

Counterterrorism alert level:

•

What to do in a terrorist attack:

•

Safe Tourism Plan

•

Driving regulation:

•

General plan of defense against forest fires in the Balearic Islands

www.fiscal.es

boe.es/boe/dias/2015/03/31/pdfs/BOE-A-2015-3442.pdf

www.interior.gob.es/prensa/nivel-alerta-antiterrorista

www.interior.gob.es/es/web/interior/prensa/galeria-audiovisual/videos/detalle/-/
asset_publisher/0ICqKPELuIpn/document/id/8122490

www.interior.gob.es/es/web/interior/prensa/galeria-audiovisual/videos/detalle/-/
asset_publisher/0ICqKPELuIpn/document/id/812249

www.dgt.es/es/explora/por-materias/normativa-y-legislacion.shtml

www.caib.es/sites/xarxaforestal/es/iv_plan_general-66858/

Links of Guardia Civil
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•

E-denuncia:

•

Manual E-denuncia:

•

Telematic crimes reports:

e-denuncia.guardiacivil.es/eDenuncia/

www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6O2U1FGAdU

www.gdt.guardiacivil.es/
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